ARIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

ALEXANDRIA TRANSITION (AEX.OHII04):
From over AEX VORTAC via AEX R-251 to LYMBO INT, then on IAH R-046 to OHII0 INT. Thence . . . .

LYMBO TRANSITION (LFK.OHII04):
From over LFK VORTAC on LFK R-159 to ZEEKK INT, then on IAH R-046 to OHII0 INT. Thence . . . .

GEORGE BUSH INTERCONTINENTAL AIRPORT/HOUSTON (IAH):
. . . . from OHII0 INT on IAH R-046 to PNUUT. Thence . . . .

LANDING RUNWAYS 8L/R or 9:
. . . . fly heading 265° for vectors to final approach course.

LANDING ALL OTHER RUNWAYS:
. . . . expect vectors to final approach course at or prior to PNUUT.

FOR ALL OTHER AIRPORTS:
. . . . from OHII0 INT on IAH R-046 to PNUUT. Expect vectors to final approach course at or prior to PNUUT.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.